Provide an example of the program’s most interesting or important assessment finding that demonstrates the program’s success associated with a program learning outcome.

Students who participate in multiple Student Development programs or student employment/volunteer positions during their undergraduate career are very proficient, and often times excel, at using their gifts and talents to benefit others and interacting with students from diverse backgrounds and lifestyles. Student Development will continue to build on this success by encouraging greater levels of student participation, being even more explicit about our intended learning outcomes, and refining our staff commitment to our shared vision and related learning outcomes.

Describe an assessment result that indicates an opportunity for improvement and identify the specific actions the program will take to improve student learning.

The Office of Student Development has measured only two learning outcomes over the past four years. With programs and services that are broad in scope, the department looks forward to revising our learning outcomes in the year ahead to expand to six outcomes that cover the primary shared commitments articulated in our vision statement. This expanded level of assessment will enable us to examine and improve our practice even more closely.